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Denny Lien and Terry Garey inhabit 2528 15th Avenue South / Minneapolis MN 55/+O4 / 
USA, where they share a phone number of 612-722-5217 and an ANZAPA membership. 
/The latter is in jeopardy if one or both doesn’t get four pages in by 8 October 
and $18A in by two weeks ago. The former will be difficult enough, I don’t think ? . 
we can manage the latter. Possibly the $18 A will, however, be enough to rein- 
state the recently dropped and recently aforementioned Lien and Garey. So much 
for that streak. Sing hey ho lackaday dilly day. Sing hey ho gafia minac ho...

Comments on ANZAPA 105, back to front, time and a half for over^Bei

Gordon Lingard, ONE SIZE FITS ALLi Since I have a copy of the National Lampoon 
parody of "Go placidly among the cliches etc." proem on the 
blotter of my desk at work, I was happy to seelthe presumptive 

Australian equivalent quoted by you here. Or is it original? • .
CTJHermani "I’m 

getting a rather confused idea on what you believe about defense, nuclear weapons, 
power, etc. Most of what you have said has been specific comments aimed at partic
ular zines. . ." I can’t speak for Jack, but if you had addressed this comment 
to me I would have responded with the Heinlein quote from Time Enough for Love, 
"I don’t ’believe’ in anything. I know certain things . . . from experience.
But I have no beliefs. Belief gets in the way of learning."

"I also never guessed 
that Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher would engage in a war that would cost one 
hundred and fifty thousand dollars for every man, woman and child living under 
the British flag in the Faulklands" (quoted by you from Omni). This seems to me 
a rather irrelevant argument. If the war was unjust, surely the complaint ought 
to be based on its injustice and not on its per capita cost. If the war, on the 
other hand, was Just, what exactly is the top per capita amount that the commen
tator would have felt allowable before justice becomes tooexpensive to pursue?

"There 
are little bits and pieces of you scattered all over the place ((in a collaborative 
contribution)) so it is difficult to get a feel of the zine." Can’t see whv, the 
zine is there and can be felt and responded to. (Kinky subtext unintended.) It 
may, of course, be difficult to "get a feel" of the people collaborating on said 
zine, but are you primarily responding to your knowledge of the people or to the 
words they have arranged on the paper this time?

"There are increasingly less 
parties." Yes, that’s a shrinkingly growing concern of mine too, with which I 
have fewer and fewer patience.

I know of at least "3 fans with herpes, none at 
present with AIDS. Fans seem more susceptible to antisocial diseases than to 
social ones (at least the old and tired fen). Certainly the threat of these 
should promote caution in sexual dealings and modifications of specific practices, 
but to rule out open relationships because of these threats or (as I have seen 
■one Bible-thumpers claim) to argue divine sanction*of monogamy.'* using these as 
evidence strikes me about as reasonable as prohibiting jogging because a certain 
number of joggers will die of heart attacks, serve as a menace for motorists 
who will swerve to miss them, etc. (Mind you, I don’t jog.)

As for Rudy ' Rucker’s 
paradoxes, " *Q) It is sometimes said that if infinitely many planets existed, 
then every possible planet would have to exist, including, for instance, a planet 
exactly like Earth, except with unicorns. Is this necessaJjVly true?" A) Unfortun
ately, I live on a planet exactly like Earth except that the Denny Lien does 
not feel like answering logic puzzles, so there is no way to find out 
WM MW M i MM MW Mt- ”Q) ’I tav. five finger, on .y left
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Gordon Lingard, concluded! hand' means the sane thing as 'When I count up all 
the finrers on ny left hand, the last number I Bay is five.' 
What might 'I have infinity fingers on my left hand’ mean?" It 

might mean that you are lying, drunk, mistaken, or crazy, or that you speak a 
dialect in which the sounds “in-fln-1-tee" really means something else, possibly 
“five" or "grubby." If it doesn't mean any of the above, I would suggest 
shopping at Kaplan Brothers' store, six blocks straight north of my house, 
which claims to be the world's largest retailer of work gloves—although if 
they do have any of your size in stock, and happen to have them lying on a 
north-south axis, I think I would have noticed by now.

Small worldi your Hor- 
wescon roommate is one of the thirty or so people on my apazlne mailing list, 
though I've not heard from him for a year or two.

“One thing I found out about 
hotel rooms in the States is that they don't come standard with fridges, as in 
Australia." True and unfortunate। on the other hand, I was surprised to learn 
in 1975 that Australian hotels did not come standard with ice machines (to enable 
one to fill up one's bathtub with buckets of ice and put huge amounts of party 
supplies therein to cool). Given the larger average size in the US of sf conven
tions, and thus of room parties, we probably each have the ideal perk.

Enjoyed.

Catherine Ortlieb, BEAGLE'S WORLD REVISITED 26i I've felt for years that people 
who put on Worldcons are crazy) in recent years this has been 
modified to note that people who attend them are scarcely lease 

so. Hope you survived and are now sane enough to not do it again. (Some elements 
of Minn-STF are making their semi-annual noises about bidding for a real world- 
con, as if the '73 one wasn't enough. How depressing.)

As a hockey umpire, you 
might in a weird way be interested in an old US paperback called So You Think' " 
You Know Baseball—a series of "you be the umpire" problems. Mind you, there 
is no reason that you need to think you know baseball, but I want the excuse to 
look for something to send you to match the stuff I know I should send Marc on 
Lewis Carroll, etc. So. ...

their beliefs and let them 
or accept them." So am I,

'I was impressed by 'quiet' Christians who lived
'speak volumes,' thus giving me the choice to reject 
but my personal preference is to be even more 

Impressed by humanist/agnostics who live their beliefs, as I try to do. 
"People are often ready to criticize religious groups for trying to change 
things to suit their beliefs, but accept the practice from non-rellgious 
groups." I think the "trying to change things" part of that may be a bit 
vague. Most of the criticism I see (and agree with) of religious groups is 
not for "trying to change things" per se, but for trying to make non-fellow
believers behave in a way which they would presumably choose if they were 
believers. Most of the activity. I see from the so-called ’ '' secular
civil liberties groups does not seek to affect the actions of believers, but 
rather to protect freedom ot choice for all, believers or non (or so it seems 
to me). (Unless one wishes to argue that one is affecting the action,

do.

Eric Lindsay/Jean Weber, KINGDOM OF THE BLAND! "Why the Pythonesque references, 
when you could have Goon Show references?" Because the 
local public TV station reruns Python endlessly, while 

no one here runs Coon Show tapes unless I put them in my own tape player. It's 
easier to Just turn on the telly every Sunday.

"What do you think of the idea that 
most of Shakespeare's plays were written by Bacon?" I think Bacon doesn't leave 
a clear enough greasenark to write with. Ketchup is more practical. On the very 
slim chance that you are even 1% serious, try reading anything by Bacon and then 
come back and talk. I think it much more likely that Steven King wrote Shakespeare

legs?-
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Jean/Eric, You are correct that there are ntm «= x

Australia)) and in the USA • h, ttU nu®ber of slanshacks both ((in 
vant to Jose^ became uj’lt la L toi« ia

•“O-lodge of life beyond urban Britain, so LI? “d (b)it
modification, his statement is clost.n™^, r if ? ^1OW for thi. implicit 
close as most. . . . 01088 enough for ‘“t Purposes, or at least as

GOLD has a novelization ^uth^iL^v knoM-TAR2AN AND THE VALLEY OF
Ballantine Book U6125, published l^and

Therefore, unfortunately, aost
strikes w « Zmv With °°“«>t8.i

*pa is all about, what are/is? (This is not t Bailing comments are not what an 
be onlx ,aUing cotunent8> 'Trk “^ling co““ta need
-entr^ eating green apples, i j^t , boo?“iT^X

Thia

“hoops, I see that you agree wi 
(which may be difficult to do.) ma “* c°~s. t P2’ignore paragraph above.
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Terry Frost, COSMIC STRING, Among .y hundreds of other reasons for detesting 

.u r« S?°

violence is potentially the less Halted of the two, artistically swaklna If 
only because there are acre possible positions for it. Y “Peking, if

trip and then hold us in mid alrYun^;x?0^.y°He^Ve US look *» y°ur
( Do you have any tatooes, Brad?") tlae? He s, urn, strong and dead butct

not seen the -luxuryl luxury? I wl^rd^L"^ ”°bscu«" Python sketch, I've 
yemxs, which suggests thaT?’r wha^^r^^n th 8 8aekl" •kstch f°r 
not been shown locallv for v..-. ? reason the show containingAnyone? ly f°r y8“8' 1 wond« what other sketches we that one has

are thus alaaing?
been ’In’^^nc8.0"^?’’ “ 1 h8 — — ■ .
or the woman who played the dwarf in YEAR OF ?Tv™r Idl8' Connie Booth,
Bingo Starr? Daffy Duck? Lassie? mon ^VING DANGEROUSLY. Or perhaps 
of the respective properties will realise th?rZ' UltiKately' of course, the owners 
combine, and we will get Sylvester stm™ ™ T® “°ney for boU> if they 
Mister Nice Timelord. . . tallone in DR. WHOMBO, FIRST BLOOD. No .ore

would have

that they -overlook or i^re^^L^^ t^ ?8 nUke lobby’ 18 
power, and so what else is new? (cne side^Tt??^ PUt UP ISISHL of nuclear 
supposed to decide on that basis?) n °ne 18 not' “e

antilabour inhuman weaving looms rim’ofl’L.^rr the bloody
Are? Bloody heretic. . rlght off “d thus protecting the Way Things

UVeS in th^?nmotnXris S^n’bA^11"8 S’?81'8 hoH to
writing a comment to the effect that ““norrent, I can easily see myself
meaning to suggest that I would therefo^wLt’tS 11 1b) wlthout
to pursue same. In any case, political re21ti^ *bridg8 H18 ^t* of others 
ere in far more danger from Robert 1™. 11,8 frocfuckersvice versa. Your in^lgnaUon^^^^ .Tw^

Whited-over and suppressed here,in the InUre.t nf^^g1^-d^"?^80**

Jack R. Kerman, NECESSITY. Other Famous Drunks In Literature Include Noah (unless 
of k^lai?0"8^817 018 ^x18 literature) “d »o»t of the characters 

for *n k ♦ j v^8* There Bus^ be a tavern scene in Mycra* SILVERLOCK 
unites a^y’™^?” «»i-«quel, THE MOON'S FIRE-EATING DAUGHTER) that 

Whose eecond IsBu^shoul^hav^bMn^ut^aany0^.?. "s^yft Tr' 
•ver shows, Terry's first published story will be in it. al on? with ih.^t 

N<t’ BucUln‘ Neither have been paid ylt. ' .
In °f th8 pubUsh8r “d

that 18V8ra*8 on d^ce»
two books to his TO REIGN IN KELL, they striked M'lZss^’ti^?^0^ 
of'th^tSee^hatHT'y'h18 ’ iS ’ ^dentally, the first review of any 
of the three that I ve seen outside a couple Minneapolis-based fanzines.

Leanne Frahm,

Marc Ortlleb,

dead. better hit it with that shovel.)

someone aust make work fa- .x- . “hat a complicated wedding r _
c“—“ “ - -

w"1’ Tr halr C0"lng out Bor' frequently 
than it did? Ho, only once per follicle. 4 J

G'NEL 47i I'm interested in obtaining a copy of"FAR OUT! — Australia'^ Own SF/Fsntasy Magazine- t fil.^y “
shelves. Want to swap for a WEIRD TALES #2, if it appears? *

„ . . *e'll really have to have a membership drive?" Whv not at Tw^?1"Ausslecon Two

■ descended fro. Banquo. not fro. Kaicol^'^X’aUyVSX^^ 
Ackroyd^.h^1^ J*COb“n U^88' he "ould b««n descended fro. Roger 
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